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Summary: Erection engineering of South-Western Dome Baseball stadium is described in this paper. For smooth steel erection of long span roof
diameter about 160m to 220m, large yard and equipment is essential. But, the construction of this structure should be carried out within very small
site. Consequently, the selection of erection method was forced to be limited. Overcome these constraints, the installation process of the roof structure
was introduced in this paper.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium is the first of its kind in Korea,
and it is scheduled to be completed in 2014. An overview of project is as
follow

Project

South-Western Baseball Stadium

Location

Gocheok-dong, Guro-Gu, Seoul, Korea

Occupancy

Baseball Stadium, Performance

Gross Area

62,443m2

Floors

Above Ground 4F / Under Ground 2F

Seats

22,258

Dome Size

158M (width) x 218M (length)

Height

68.2m

Amount of Steel

About 6000ton

2.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

The substructure system of the stadium is built with RC Frame + PC
Stand. The superstructure is Steel Space Frame + Membrane Structure.

This project started design in 2008. The construction of the RC frame
began from 2009. The plan and the Shop Drawing of steel construction
were set in earnest from September 2011. On site Steel Erection had
completed within approximately one-year from December 2011 of the
outer ring column erection to January 2013 of uninstallation of bents.
The exterior curvature of this structure is atypical. It requires quite much
amount of finishing steel frame for supporting. The amount of total
finishing and structural steel frame is about 6000ton. In this paper, the
process of Erection Engineering for the corresponding steel structure
will be introduced.

Fig. 2. Structural System
This roof structure consists of the Steel Space Frame composed of Outer
Ring Truss, Inner Ring Truss, Rib Truss, Lattice Shell, and Inner Truss.
The connection type of steel frame is basically applied welding type. But
in case of some trusses are applied bolt type connections considering its
workability.

Fig. 1. Bird eye view
Fig. 3. Roof Structural System
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3.

ERECTION ENGINEERING

Because of the height of the building and the large amount of roof steel,
wide work space is required for smooth roof erection. But, unfortunately,
this construction site has very tough condition for the equipment
operation due to the close distance between the structure and the
property line.

Fig. 4. Layout Plan

Considering the condition of small land area, the Bent Block Method
was applied with temporary bents under the Inner Ring Truss. At the
ground inside of the Inner Ring Truss, the assembly and the painting
sections were set and utilized. The main equipment (650ton Hydro
Crane) was also operated in the ground.
All of the steel productions are processed dividing by fabrication part
and field assembly part. This paper is focused on the field assembly part.

Fig. 6. Roof Assembly Sequence
Block mounting position and mounting direction affect structural safety
during the construction, but also affect the construction precision. Initial
mounting point of each block was determined by case study of each
location where the easiest to secure stability during block lifting and
assembling. Also, the movement path of workers during block
assembling was an important variable in determining the order of
installation.

Fig. 5. 3D-Simulation Modeling
3.1.

Assembly sequence

Assembly sequence is determined in accordance with safety and
equipment management plan during the construction. Since the lower
ground should be used for assembly area and equipment operating
passage, the roof assembly sequence was decided in order of the inside
outside. The roof assembly sequence is as follows.
STEP 1 : Roof Column / Exterior Steel
STEP 2 : Outer Ring Truss
STEP 3 : Inner Ring Truss / Rib Truss / Lattice Shell
STEP 4 : Inner Truss / Membrane Truss
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Fig. 7. Initial Assembly location Case Study for Rib Truss
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3.2.

Equipment Planning

The capacity of crane is determined by lifting weight and distance. Since
this project was restricted equipment movement space, it was inevitable
to use large equipment with the far lifting distance and heavy lifting
weight. The major equipment applied to the field is as follows.
- 650/100ton Hydro Crane
- 300ton Crawler Crane
- Cargo Crane
- High place operation car

outside of the building due to the condition of the site, it was adopted a
large block was assembled at the ground and was lifted. However, this
method required temporary structures to support lifted blocks. Therefore,
Bent Structure composed of Bent, Bent Bridge and Saddle was installed
under the Inner Truss. It was very large structure itself with maximum
height of the Bent 47.5m, and maximum length of the Bent Bridge about
26m. The Bent Structure was very vulnerable against lateral force, so it
was forced to take action to solve the problem.
In addition, the number of temporary resources was installed to form the
steel structure. But, this chapter will cover only the most important
temporary structure, Main Bent Structure.

Fig. 8. Applied equipment to the filed
Fig. 10. Temporary Resources Plan
This site was planned by taking advantage of a 650 ton crane to
assemble a block of 20~50tons at a distance of up to 50m. To satisfy this
condition, very large axial force (bearing pressure) is occurred under the
wheels and outrigger of the equipment. Consequently, the ground or the
structure under the equipment should be checked if it is able to resist
crane load. This structure is located on the ground of very week
condition. The result of simulation analysis shows large amount of
ground settlement during the crane operating, so that required a
reinforcement way to overcome the settlement. Therefore, 2500x4500
Steel Mat was manufactured in order to enhance under the outrigger.
Also, possible entering paths of each applied equipment, and its
possible lifting weight at each location were designated respectively. For
a section in excess those conditions but required equipment operation,
Steel Mat or Jack Support reinforcement was used to enable equipment
operation.

The Bent performs as a vertical support, and the Bent Bridge restrains
between Bents and supports the load of Inner Ring. The Bent is a
structure formed by assembling and laminating manufactured modules.
The size of the Bent is 2.0m×2.0m×2.75(3.25)m. The installation height
of the Bent in adjusted by a combination of different height blocks, and
fine height is adjusted by the Saddle at the top of the Bent. The
connections between Bent Blocks consist of all bolts to improve feild
workability. The Bentt has a very large resistance for gravity loads, and
lateral loads on structures are very vulnerable. In particular, large local
load can occur at the connection in the event of lateral load. To prevent
this, additional reinforcement which validated its performance through a
detailed analysis was applied.

Fig. 11. Analysis of Bent Connection

Fig. 9. Equipment Reinforcement

3.3.

Temporary Resources Planning

In case of South-Western Dome Baseball Stadium, there were few
alternatives to choose Erection Method because extra space around the
site was very small. Since the equipment cannot be operated from the

Self-weight of the block is about 20~50ton generating about
100ton~150ton of axial force on the Bent. Because length and axial
force of the Bent is variable, differential deflection is occurred which is
unpredictable at design stage. This deflection causes a construction error
at block connection during assembly.
In order to solve this problem, the Saddle on Bent and Bent Bridge has
been made to adjust that enables to fit W.P.(Working Point) of the roof
structure. Level adjustment of Saddle becomes possible through
hydraulic jacking and Jack Screw. Applied Jack Screw is adjustable its
height up to about 100m, so it is able to be used further Bent
dismantlement work.
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STEP 8. Jack Down Saddle to the end on A Bent (accumulation:
expected more than 60mm)
STEP 9. Jack Down Saddle to the end on B Bent (accumulation:
expected more than 60mm)
STEP 10. Dismantle Bent
The maximum deflection of the roof by analysis is 120mm, and of the
Inner Ring Truss (Bent Saddle) is 70~80mm. The dismantling work has
been taking over 15days. The actual deflection of the roof after
construction is 130mm, and the Bent Saddle is Jack downed about
80~100mm. It is a slight increased result of actual deflection on site
than expected value. The reason of the result is expected due to
shrinkage of steel columns since the dismantlement was implemented in
the winter.
Fig. 12. Analysis of Bent Connection
In the field, so many temporary resources are installed, and they are
significantly associated with an original structure. Every temporary
resource is checked its interference between the frames by using Tekla
Program. Based on the modeling, Shop-Drawing was made and
manufacturing and mounting sequence enable to be managed
maximizing wokabililty.

Fig. 13. Bent arrangement plan
5.

Fig. 13. Analysis of Bent Connection
4.

DISMANTELMENET PLANNING

Temporary resources should be dismantled after completing roof
installation. This dismantlement plan of temporary resources is very
important as much as a roof erection plan. Especially, among the
temporary resources, the Bent structure is an important member
supporting roof structure load. When the Bent is removed one by one,
the load on the Bent is greatly increased. Because of this, large amount
of member force can occur at the Bent and the roof member which
causes damage to the members. Therefore, dismantlement planning was
required which can secure the stability of the roof member and the
temporary resources. The following is an dismantlement plan through
the structural review.

REVIEW ON STABILITY OF THE STRUCTURE

Design load must be considered every situation that may occur during
the construction. Gravity load by Dead and Live load can be the most
important factor when designing temporary resources. If Wind load and
Seismic load are calculated based on complete stage, temporary
resources quantities will be overestimated. So, they should be calculated
fit to appropriate level considering the construction term. Temperature
load review is also an important factor because the steel member is
directly exposed to ambient temperature during the construction. The
following is a summary of applied construction load during the
construction.

Table 1: Design Load for Construction
DL

Self Weigt ×1.1
(Considering temporary resources)

LL

1.2kN/ m2

WL

85% level of building wind load

STEP 1. Remove Saddle(Jack Screw) at top of the Bridge

DL

90% level of building wind load

STEP 2. Jack Down Saddle 10mm on “A Bent” using a Hydraulic Jack

TL

+30℃ / -30℃

STEP 3. Jack Down Saddle 10mm on “B Bent” using a Hydraulic Jack
STEP 4. Jack Down A Bent 10mm (accumulation: 20mm)
STEP 5. Jack Down B Bent 10mm (accumulation: 20mm)
STEP 6. Jack Down A Bent 20mm (accumulation: 40mm)
STEP 7. Jack Down B Bent 20mm (accumulation: 40mm)
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It is confirmed with 20yr recurrence period of wind load for building
safety during the construction. In fact, the corresponding size of typhoon
occurred in the field during the construction. Fortunately, it passed
without any special damage in the field. It is possible to predict typhoon
in advance, so it can be prepared. But the earthquake prediction is
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relatively difficult, so it seems to require a more thorough preparation in
earthquake prone areas.
As mentioned above, a number of temporary resources have been
carried this project field, and they are connected original structure to
enable construction. However, due to these temporary resources, the
support conditions of original structure are changed during the
construction, so the phase of member force of the structure is also
changed. In particular, inclined members supported by the temporary
support are tension members at the complete construction stage. But it is
concerned buckling yield under the large compression due to self-weight
during the temporary stage. For these members, it is evaluated their
stability on each construction stage, and they are reinforced if it is
necessary. Also, if it is difficult to resolve with reinforcement, member
sections are partially changed.

Construction step analysis was performed, and the Monitoring Point and
the Displacement of each step are organized. The difference between the
analysis results and the measured data was analyzed. Through these
steady management, quality management in the field was to be possible.
For construction error occurred, the safety was checked separately to
enhance where it needed.

Fig. 16. Analysis of Monitoring Result
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6.

MEASUREMENT DURING CONSTRUCTION

The main object of the measurement during construction is to match up
the building behavior after construction with intended design by
matching up the steel structure with drawing coordinate. Although,
during the construction, the contractor manages Working Point of local
welding area, it should be done at the same time that understanding the
whole building through the global coordinate management by
considering characteristics of long-span dome structure. Thus, in this
field, presented main 42 points of the structure were consistently
monitored to match up the overall configuration of the structure with the
drawing.

Fig. 15. Monitoring Point for Construction
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